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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE
ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL BURN PRESSURE-FED




Various space shuttle ascent configurations were tested in the
MDAC Aerophysics 4 x 4 Ft. Trisonic Wind Tunnel. The models were 0.6
percent scale. The ascent configurations consisted of a NASA/MSC
040A orbiter in combination with various HO centerline tank and boos-
ter geometries. The purposes of the tests were to determine the aero-
dynamics of the ascent configurations, the aerodynamic interference
between components and its effect on orbiter aerodynamics, and to
determine orbiter aileron effectiveness.
The model was sti~g mounted with either a single internal balance
(in the orbiter HO tank) or dual internal balances (one in the orbiter
and one in the orbiter HO tank). With the dual balance setup, three
types of runs were made; one with tank alone on the tank balance, one
with tank and two attached boosters on the tank balance, and one with
the tank and one booster attached on the tank balance and the other
booster isolated on a separate sting but in proximity to the tank and
orbiter. In addition to the 6-component force and moment balance data,
base pressure data were taken for the boosters, the tank and the orbiter.
Angle of attack data included a sweeps at 0° and 6° p (the latter in-
volving a knuckle change) and /l sweeps at 0° and 6° a. Through the use
of a remote roll device it was usually possible to get both an a sweep
and a p sweep in a single run.
2
INTRODUCTION (Continued)






Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tanks Tl and T2
Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tank T3
Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tank T4
Ascent configuration plume studies
and configuration buildup











































speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pl - pCl))/q
Mach number; Via
pressure; N/m2, psf
dynanlic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
angle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
base area; m2 , ft2
wing span or reference span; m, ft
center of gravity
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis



























CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
CIM pitching-moment coefficient; 2itcbing momentqslREF
CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yelling momentqSb





forebody drag coefficient; CD - C~
side-force coefficient; side force
qS
pitching-moment coefficient; pitchin§ moment
qS1REF






























aileron, total aileron deflection angle,
degrees, (left aileron-right aileron)/2.
elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
rudder, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge to the left;
degrees
6rf RUDFLR rudder flare, split rudder deflection angle,
left split rudder trailing edge left and
right split rudder trailing edge right,




The wind tunnel models were 0.6 percent scale models and included one
orbiter configuration, four tank configurations, and seven booster configu-
rations. The orbiter centerline HO propellant tanks included variations in
diameter (302 and 325 in.), nose cone angle (100 and 150 ), and axial position
(120 inch travel). Of the boosters, three were solid rocket motors with the
remainder being pressure fed boosters. The pressure fed boosters included
variations in diameter (206 and 248 inch), nose cone angle (150 and 200 ) and
base flare (50 and 150 ). The solid rocket motors included variations in
diameter (156 and 120 in.) and base flare (00 and 150 ) for the 156 in. motor.
In additio~ simulated rocket plumes were tested at M = 1.5 and 2.2 for
both pressure fed and solid rocket motor boosters. These plumes were made up
of three solid aluminum bodies each of which represented an envelope of in-
dividual engine plumes for the orbiter and each booster. These envelopes
were generated by taking the outermost plume boundary of the outermost engine
for each component and rotating this boundary about the null thrust vector
of the component (orbiter or booster). The individual engine plumes were
generated at MSC with the plume boundary defined by a method of characteris-
tics solution with the flow field originating at the exit plane, and the
effects of the external flow on the boundary calculated by Newtonian impact
theory.
The contours of the various plumes tested are.defined in Table 4 and






LOX/PROP M = 2.5
LOX/PROP M=1.5
LOX/PROP M = 1.5
156" SRM M = 1. 5
156" SRM M= 2.2
120" SRM M = 1.5
120" SRM M = 2.2
7
ORBITER PWME
4 ENG. J2S M = 2.5
3 ENG. HiPc M = 1.5
3 ENG. HiPc M = 1.5
3 ENG. RiPc M = 1.5
3 ENG. RiPc M = 2. 2
3 ENG. RiPc M = 1.5






















































Canopy Off (Replaces CO)
Description
Tank complete
Tank complete at an alternate position with






Thrust vectoring fuel tank for B7
Description
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 2.5
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M =1.5
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 2.2
8
TEST FACILITY
The MDAL 4' Trisonic Wind Tunnel facility is a b1owdown type operation
capable of Mach nymbers of 0.2 to 5.0 and Reynolds numbers from approximately
1 x 106 to 2 x loP per inch. The subsonic and transonic Mach numbers are
run in a porous wall test section which is removed for supersonic testing.
The supersonic test section utilizes a two dimensional flexible plate nozzle
to obtain Mach numbers 1.5 to 5.0. The models are mounted on a sting that
is supported from a vertical translating strut with a vertical plane rotating
pod having a pitch range of -150 to +250 when no offset adapters are present.
MODELS .AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The test models with all of their interchangeable component parts were
0.60 percent of full scale.
The orbiter model had a blended body contoured into a low delta wing.
Effects of orbiter position and booster relative to the tank was investigated
at two longitudinal locations on the tank (nominal and aft). The orbiter and
boosters can be bolted to the tank (T1) in both nominal and aft positions as
well as independently mounted from the tank. For the bolted orbiter case, the
orbiter balance was inoperative and there were no force or moment data for the
orbiter.
Effects of the orbiter control surfaces and control surface deflections
were investigated for e1evons, ailerons, and rudder with the surfaces de-
flected and undef1ected.
Transition strips of No. 120 carborundum grit were used to insure boundary
layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow. These strips were 3/32 inches
wide and were located 3/4 inches aft of the orbiter nose, 1/2 inch aft of .
the booster nose, 1/2 inch aft of the tank nose, and at 5 percent local chord
(both surfaces) on the wings, vertical tails and fins.
To achieve the required test angles of attack and sideslip two straight
balance adapters were used in combination with the MDAL 6 degree sting adap-
ter. A straight sting section positioned the model properly in the test
section.
Pressure data for the orbiter, tank or the booster were obtained from
base and balance cavity pressure pickups that were cantilevered off the
sting. Leads for these pickups were routed externally over the model support
system and into the tunnel strut. The boosters in the presence of the tank
each had a base pressure pickup.
9
DATA REDUCTION
The data are corrected for such factors as model tares, sting bending
and balance deflections, interactions, and bilinearities.
Composite Configurations
1. The orbiter data were reduced about the orbiter MRP using its
reference dimensions and about the tank MRP, using orbiter
reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for lateral).
2. The tank data were reduced about the tank MRP using orbiter
reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for lateral).
3. A summation of the orbiter (tank MRP) and tank (tank MRP) data
with all data corrected for angular attitudes to the tank body
axes.
Orbiter Alone Configurations
1. The orbiter data were reduced about the orbiter MRP using the
orbiter reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for
lateral).
Tank Alone Configurations
1. The tank data were reduced about the· tank MRP using the
orbiter reference dimensions.
Booster Alone Configurations
1. The booster data were reduced about the booster MRP using
the orbiter reference dimensions.
Ascent configuration composite tank MRP data, orbiter alone data, tank
alone data and booster alone data are presented in this report, with the
remaining data on file and available upon request.







































Tl - 422 Ft2
T3 - 518 Ft2




















See Figures 13 & 16 through 19
DATA REDUCTION (CONTINUED)
Areas:
Total Base (AB)/Booster Bl 901.0 Ft2 4.539 lri2
BlS1 - 2125 pt2 11.0093 In2
B1S2 - 4785 pt2 24.7887 In2
B2 137.8 pt2 0.694 In2
B2S 428 pt2 2.158 In2
B3 902 Ft2 4.545 In2
B4 568 pt2 2.865 In2
B5 557 pt2 2.883 In2
B6 95.4 pt2 0.481 In2





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per __(i~£!!l____ (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.4 0.50 x lOb 3.3 53
0.8~ x 106 .0.6 7.6 47
0·7 0.74 x lOb 7.8 68
o.q 0.7q x lcP 10.0 t;()
0·95 0.67 x 106 8.8 53
1. os 0.69 x 106 9· 5 50
1.1 0.69 x lcP 9.8 52
1.5 0.63 x lcP 10.0 55 .
2.2 0.63 x lcP 9·9 68
2.2S 0.94 x lcP 14.0 52.
2~5 0.66 x lc9 10.~ ql
















TEST CONDITI ONS (CONTJJiJUED)
BALANCES UTILIZED
Several balances were required during the test. Listed below are the




3/411 D. 1 11 D.
Runs 1-10 =tr DAL #13 NAR
Runs 11-113 - #13 NAR
Runs 114-184 #5 DAL
Runs 185-197 #13 NAR
Runs 198-270 #58 DAL #13 NAR
Runs 271-420 #58 DAL #11 DAL
Runs 421-424 #11 DAL
Runs 425-459 #11 DAL
Runs 460-474 #11 DAL
Runs 475-569 #58 DAL #11 DAL
Runs 570-646 #11 DAL
Balance MIC. 3lA MK. 2A MIC. 10 MK. 7 MIC. 3C
3/4 II D. tr DAL 3/4 II D. #5 DAL 3/4" D. #58 DAL 1 11 D.#13 NAR 1" D. #11 DAL
Gage Capacity
NF (each) 100 lb. 100 lb. 100 lb. 500 lb. 250 lb.
2 gages
SF (each) 100 lb. 50 lb. 100 lb. 300 lb. 250 lb.
2 gages
AF 80 lb. 25 lb. 50 lb. 500 lb. 150 lb.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE· 3. MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPrIONS
'\,










8. ,Ncluoss CA NOP"(
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. 21. 546 in•
,"
. ,
MOoa' CONPONENT: WING, vt
". ".,"






































































Fus. Sta. of .25 NAC
W.P. of .25 r'h'C


















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent) (Y = 441)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 HAC




EXPOSED DATA, INCLUDES EL-rvONS
DRAWING tWr·1BER:
, DIMENSIOnS:














DIMENSIONS: (FOR BOTH ELEVQNS)
Area
Span (equivalent). INCH
Inb'd equivalent chord • I~CB
Outb'd equivalent chord • I~CH
Ratio ffiovable surface chordl
total surface chord
At lnb'd equiv. c~ord
A~ Outb'd equiv. Chord

































MODEL COHPONENT: VERTICAL nN; VI
,~ GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 040A Orbiter Vertical Fin.
-',
.I swen t •
,.
Both" leading and trailing ed~es
\.
,,'
DRAil ING-Nur·1B ER :
DIMENS IOtIS :























Tip, (equivalent) (Z 74-5.2)
MAC
fuse Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 MAC
























































Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 MAC













. ,- TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
," . _.• -._ ..-
RUDDER..:.-R:.;.l__. _
.. --' .-._~ ...:--
. ... ':':






Inb'd equivalent chord , I~~H
















Ratio movat1e surface chord!
tota l' surface chord
At fnb'd equiv. chord
A~ Outb'd equiv. chord





















TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
MODEL COl·:rO:iErlT: V£RTIC[\L TML - V2·
-----~-------------






















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
NAc I
Fus. Sta. of .25 HAC
W.P. of .25 !·'&AC
B.L. of .25 ~iAC






















Fus. Stat of .25 MAC
H. P. of .25 :·\,\C


































181 ft2 2.939 in
346 in 2.073 in
115 in .691 in
36 in .217 in
At Inbld equiv. chord
At OutbId equiv. chord













21 " . 3•. 2 1il
TABLE 3. (CONTINUF;D j, :.
. ,
- _. -'-~' . _.
moa COP.PONENT: BOOY - ACPS ENGn'E pon PI
GalERAL O£SCRIPTIOtJ: Blunt pod moant-ed onl, both wing' tips.-· '.



















































Pods mouuted on both sides of aft end of fuselage.































· . TABLE 3. (CONTINUED)
MODEL COf·\PONENT: BODY - HO Ta._n_k_-_T"'2 , _
GENEP~L DESCRIPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
acone = 10°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.














_301 in. -h8Q6 in.
.,..
301 in. 1.806. in.
6•.73 .6.73
494 ft 2 _'2.562 1T1...L.2
Base -f-..125 in. 2
TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
MODEL COHPONENT: BODY - HO Tank - T1----
GENERI,L DESCRIPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
-----------
Ocone =15°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.










1867 in. 11. 205 in.
301 in. 1.806 in.







494. ft2 2.562 in. 2
TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
MJDEL CONPONENT: BODY ...:....-_H.....0__Ta_n_k._-_T.,J.3 _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
,
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
e cone =100. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.
























TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
MODEL COMPONENT: .;;...BO~D..:..Y_--.;..;.HO..;;...--.,.;.TA;..;.:.N.;.;..K;.-.- T~41-- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Blunt Cone-Cylinder Centerline Tank with Aft Boat Tail
aCone = 20°. Nose Radius = 22 In. Full-Scale. Maximum Diameter = 334 In.
Full Scale.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 1700 In. 10.200 In.
Max. Width 334 In. 2.004 In.
Dia.
Max. Depth 334 In. 2.004 In.
Fineness Ratio 5.09 5.09
Area
Max. Cross-Sectional 608 Ft. 2 3.154 In. 2
Planform
Wetted
Base 537 Ft. 2 2.785 2In.
48
'TABLE 3. (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: TANK VENTRAL FIN, F1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single Fin Mounted on Tank, T4.
Fin has no movable surface.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area 337 2 1.747 In. 2Ft.
Span (equivalent) 237 In. 1.420 In.
Inbld equivalent chord 323 In. 1.940 In.
Outbid equivalent chord 87 In. 0.520 In.
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal
tail chord
At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 45 45
Tailing Edge 0 0
Hingeline
---
Area Moment (Normal to hinge 1i ne)
\ .
'XABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
f-tODEL CmltPONENT: BODY - Booster, 81
GENERAL DESCRIPl ION: Parallel burn version of recoverable oressura-fed booster'
(RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder \'iith afterbody flare. Gcone - 20°. Gflare = 15°.
Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.
DRAWl NG NUl/lBER:
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 1799 in. 10.792 i..!l........__
Dia. Body 206 in. 1.236 in.
Max. Dia. Flare 402 in. 2.412 in.
Fineness Ratio 8.73 8.73
Area
Cross-Sectional (Body) 231 ft2 1.200 in. 2
Planform
Wetted
Base (flare) 901 ft2 - 24.539 in.
50
HODEL Cor·1PONENT:
TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )




























21 200 In 0i
11.0093 In. 2
----
TABLE 3.· ( COImmJED )











'1799 In. 10.792 In.
206 In. 1.236 In.

































1775 in. 1M..l3 in.
156 in. 0.936 in.













: TJU3LE 3. .. ( CONTINUED )
~1ODEL COHPONENT: BODY Booster - 82S
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:












156 in. 0.936 in L.








r40DEl Cm1?OrlENT: BODY - ~~oster_"_'_B3.J-- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Parallel burn version of recoverable pressure-fed
booster (RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder with ~fterbody flare. ? cone = 15°.










]800 in. ID.800 .; n.
206 in. 1.236 in.











f«)DEL COMPONENT: BODY - Booster - 84 --------,--
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Parallel burn ver'sion of recoverable pressure-fed
booster (RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder w2th afterbody flare. Scone =20°.
8 flare =5°. Nose radius = 22 in. full scale.
DRAWING NUMBER:
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
1503. in. 9.025 in.
















568. ft2 2.865 ';n. 2
TABLE 3. (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single fin mounted on each 84 booster flare.
Roll-out angle is 45° down. Fin has no movable surface.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS:
Area (exposed olanform, 1 fin)





At Inbld equiv. chord
At OutbId equiv. chord



















TABLE 3. (CONTOOED )
HODEL COl·~PONEtIT: CODY - Boost~J~5- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTIOj~: Pressure-Fed Booster~~~---='-------------
DRA\n NG NU:,lBER:
DHlENSIONS: FULL-SCALE NaDEL SCALE
Length 1799 In. 10.792 In.
Dia. Bpdy. 206 In. 1.236 In .
.. -
• °.° •• :
Max. Di a. Flare 319.3 In. 1.916 In •
. .
Fi.neness Ratio 8.73 8.73
Area
Hax. Cr~ss-Sectional (Body) 231 Ft2 1.200 In. 2
Planfarm
Wetted
Base (Flare) 557 Ft2 2 88 10. 2
"
58
TABLE 3. (CONTINUED) .
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -_Booster•.,B!!.:6~ , _























































TABLE 3. >( bONCwDED )
MODEL COj·~PONEtn: (;ODY - TVe Tank A1 for B]
GENEML OEseR I PTIOH:
DmENSIONS:






















P1 ume Def; ni tf on
M = 1.5
01 (3 Eng. -HiPe)
re = 92.5 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re x/re rire
0 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.0
0.5 1.17 0.5 1.23 0.5 1.0
1.0 1.22 1.0 1.48 1.0 1.0
1.5 1.23 1.5 1. 70 1.5 1.0






x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.5 1.33 0.5 1.10
1.0 1.62 1.0 1.20
1.5 1.88 1.5 1.26
2.0 2.13 2.0 1.33
2.5 2.33 2.G 1.41
3.0 2.51 3.0 1.47
4.0 2.84 4.0 1.57
5.0 3.12 5.0 1.62
6.0 3.35 6.0 1.65
7.0 3.55 7.0 1.66










B1 ~ (4 Eng.-J2S)
r e = 187 in. r e = 89 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.5 1.34 0.5 1.21
1.0 1.53 1.0 1.34
1.5 1.77 1.5 1.46
2.0 1.91 2.0 1.56
2.5 2.03 2.5 1.61
3.0 2.13 3.0 1.67
4.0 2.30 4.0 1.71
5.0 2.30 5.0 1.75
6.0 2.23
.lI-
M= 1.5 M = 2.2
re = 60 in. re = 60 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.026 1.01 0.04 1.02
0.100 1.05 0.17 1.09
0.240 1.10 0.23 1.12
0.320 1.14 0.30 1.16
0.430 1.18 0.38 1.20
0.680 1.27 0.48 1.24
1.000 1.34 0.58 1.29
1.400 1.50 0.70 1.34
1.870 1.61 0.83 1.40
2.430 1.72 1.13 1.52
3.410 1.87 1.30 1.60
4.150 1.94 1.69 1.73
4.970 1.98 2.13 1.87
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TABLE 6. (CONCWDED )
PLO'rI'ED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
(A) - CN, CA, CAF, CIM, CL & CDF VB. ALPHA
CN & CL VB. CIM, CL & CU3QR VB. CDF
(B) - CY, CY.N & CBL VB. ALPHA
(C) - CY, CYN, CBL & CAF VB. BETA
(D) - CY, CYN, CBL VB. BErA
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operatio~s.
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MOAC S-222 CONPOS1TECT-CG) OlTIBI
MOAC a-222 CONPOS1TECT-CG) OITIBI
MUAC S-222 COMPOS1TECT-CG) OITIBI+PLUMECI.,)





























MACH 2.20 PAGE 90
EFFECTS ~FM=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N RUDDER EFFECT. WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O~F ~lTIBl
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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MDAC 1-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01Tl81
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01Tl81
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 0IT1Bl+PLUMEC1.5)
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01TtBI
MDAC S-222 COMPOStTEcT-CG) OtTtBt
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI OtTtBt'PLUMEct.51





























MACH 2.20 PAGE 92
LAT-DIR. CHAR. OF CONFIG~ OlTIBl+PLUME(2.SJ WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA = 0



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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;...
LAT-DIR. CHAR. OF CONFIG. OITIBl+PLUME(2.Sl WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





















LAT~DIR. CHAR~ OF CONFIG. OlTIBl+PLUMEC2.Sl WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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.__._--
LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. OlTIBl+PLUME(2.5l WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0
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LONG. CHAR. OF CDNFIG. OlTIBltPLUME(2.S) WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. 01TIBl+PLUMEC2.S) WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0
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LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. 01TIBl+PLUME(2.SJ WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. OlTIBl+PLUME(2.SJ WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0





































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







































LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. OlT1Bl+PLUMEC2.Sl WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. OlTIBl+PLUMEC2.Sl WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01T181+PLUMEC2.5) CCD7510) 18 SEP 72 PAGE 102
LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. OlTIBl+PLUME(2.SJ WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR












eRE" lIZ. 0004 IN.
XMRP '5.,.0004 IN.
TMRP 0.0000 IN.
lMRP eOO.0004 - IN.
S~ALE 0.0010
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 0ITiBl+~LUMEC2.5) CCD7510) 18 SEP 72 PAGE 103
LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. 01TIBl+PLUMEC2.SJ WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0
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FORE80DY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF











































LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. OlTIBltPLUME(2.5J WITH DEFLECTED RUDDER AT BETA =0
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM

















MDAC 5-222 COMP05ITECT-CGJ 01T1B1+PlUMEC2.5J CCD7510J 18 5EP 72 PAGE 105
LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT 8ETA=OI.' '" '" ., ..,....,... '1'-'''' , ........,-." ... ,-....." .. , '" ",' , .... , .. , ...., .. ,. ,",., ", " "
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
I CD'pS'48 I 0
I CD.,SS8 I Z!
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0lT3B6





















MACH 1.51 PAGE 106
•LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T3B6 AT BETA=O























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
'CDTS•• l () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0lT3BI





















MACH 1.51 PAGE 107
L~NGITUDINALEFFECT~F MACH N~.=l.S EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lT3B6 AT BETA~O


























































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OlT3B6
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L~NGITUDINAL EFFECT ~F MACH N~.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~1T3B6 AT BETA=O









































MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B6





















MACH 1. 51 PAGE 109
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01T5B8





















MACH 1. 51 PAGE
LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ONCONFIG. 01T386 AT 8ETA=O
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCDy,.Sl () MDAC '-222 COMPOSITECT-CGl OITsee


















TMRP 0.0000 IN •
.ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE o.ooeo
MACH 1. 51 PAGE 1:11
•12108••2o- 2-.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10
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MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T'B6
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. ~lT3B6 AT BETA=O




































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.t511.11 lI.t 11.2 1I.1I 11.4 11.5 0 •• 11.1' 11.8 11.9 t.1I t.t t.e 1.1I t.4
OAT A SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION OESCRIPTION
(COTS4 s·, 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOS I TE CT-C~' 01 T3B.
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT BETA=OI.'
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MACH. 1. 51 114
LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT 8ETA=O
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l OtTSB6
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-LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T3B6 AT BETA = 0
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MACH 2.20 PAGE 117
•LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT3B6 AT BETA = 0
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MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI OlT388





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 118
LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT 8ETA 0
















































MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-Ccrl 01T5BII





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 119
LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT BETA 0
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MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI 01TlIB6
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. LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T3B6 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T5B6





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 121
LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T3B6 AT BETA = 0


















































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T5BI
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L~NGITUDINAL EFFECT ~F MACH N~.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lT3B6 AT BETA = 0
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.15





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) OlTSB8
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF MACH NO.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T3B6 AT BETA 0
































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtT3B6





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 125
-,
LAT-DIR. EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT ALPHA =
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HDAC '-222 COHPOSITEIT-C~1 01T3B6





















MACH 1.51 PAGE 126
oLAT-DIR. EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT ALPHA =



























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.es
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T'B6





















MACH 1. 51 PAGE ~28
LAT-OIR. EFFECT OF MACH NO.=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT ALPHA = 0
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CRO?S.9) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-C~) OlT3BS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.5
-II! -10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • 8 10 12
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3BS





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 130
LAT-DIR. EFFECT OF MACH NO.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T386 AT ALPHA = 0
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD7S491 () MDAC S-2ZZ CONPOSITEIT-CGI OtT3B&
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1---+---+---+----+---t----lI----+-----1----+---+-----~ -----
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LAT-DIR. EFFECT~F MACH N~.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lT3B6 AT ALPHA 0
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T5BCI





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 132
LAT-DIR. EFFECT ~F MACH N~.=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lT3B6 AT ALPHA = 0
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
'CATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CROT'49l () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~l 01T5B6





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 133
EFFECTS DF M=I.S EXHAUST PLUMES ON AILERON EFFECT. OF CONFIG. 01T3B6 AT BETA = 0














































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CG) 01T8B6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CG) 01T8B6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CG) 0IT8B6+PLUMEcl.5)





























MACH 1. 51 PAGE 134
•EFFECTS ~F M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N AILER~N EFFECT. ~F C~NFIG. ~lT3B6 AT BETA 0
••• .'.J .. , •. I
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.so










MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI 01T3B6
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI 01T3B6
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI 01T3B6+PLUMEll.SI
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l OIT3B'
" "OAC $-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T3B6
MDAC $-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 0IT3B6+P~UME(t.SI





























MACH 1. 51 PAGE" 136
EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON AILERON EFFECT. OF CONFIG. 01T3B6 AT BETA = 0
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MDAC a-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B6
MDAC a-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B6
MDAC a-222 COMPOaITEIT-CGI 01T3B6+PLUMEI2.21





























MACH 2.20 PAGE 137
EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON AILERON EFFECT. OF CONFIG. 01T3B6 AT BETA = 0










































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL
I TD"'1l4ll I 0
ITD.,.,lIlOl n




HDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B6
MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGl 01T3Be
HDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGI 0IT3B6+PLUHE(2.21
































BFFECTS ~F M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON AILER~N EFFECT. ~F C~NFIG. OlT3B6 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 5ET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CTD?S4.1 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01TSB6
CTD?SSOI 11 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 0ITSB.
CTO?S621 8 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 0ITSB6+PLUMEC2.21





























MACH 2.20 PAGE 139
VARIATION OF AILERON CONTROL ALPHA=O WITH BETA AND M=I.5 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T386



































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-.a







MDAC a-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 01T~B6
MOAC a-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B6
MOAC a-222 COMPOSITECT-CGl 0IT3B6+PLUMEC1.S1





























MACH 1. 51 PAGE 140
ALPHA=O WITH BETA AND M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T386
•
VARIATION OF AILERON CONTROL
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B.
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IT3B6+PLUMEll.51





























MACH 1. 51 PAGE 141
ALPHA=O WITH BETA AND M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES DIT3B6
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MOAC a-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) 01TSB8
MOAC a-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) 01TSB8
MOAC a-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 0ITSB8+PLUMEC1.')





























MACH 1.51 PAGE 142
VARIATION OF AILERON CONTROL ALPHA=O WITH BETA AND M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T3B6
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtTSB6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OITSBI
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OITSBI.PLUMEI1.5)





























MACH 1. 51 PAGE 143
!
VARIATION OF AILERON CONTROL ALPHA=O WITH BETA AND M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T3B6
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






MOAC S-Z2Z COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T5B6
MOAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITECT-CG' 01T5B6
DATA NOT AYAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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VARIATION OF AILERON CONTROL ALPHA=O WITH BETA AND M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES,OlT3B6
••1 ~., "r" "-f-" .-, ...., •.-.,•.. , ••..., .. -..--........ '.,--r-"'- '-,---r,"-" -,-....,-,---- -.--',"-'-' -'r-,' ...,-... ., .. , ,'" ... , .. , , ': ., , ,
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) OlT'B8
MOAC $-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T'B6
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ALPHA=O WITH BETA AND M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T3B6
. , . ,.. ,
-, , ., . .~, .. J ._- ,_ .. ,--,._.,._.
- '-·-1" --,-_.











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10










MDAC S-ZZZ CONPOSITECT-CG) 01T3B8
MOAC 8-22Z CONPOSITECT-CG) 01T3B8
DATA NOT AYAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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•VARIATION OF AILERON CONTROL ALPHA=O WITH BETA AND M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T386
.YII ,....,-.-,--," ·--'··-l-r-· -..,-- ......-,-- -'-T-,-"-- -r-r-'-·'--T--·r,·-- -l-.-T-·"---'--"'-'----·"--"·-·'·- --, .. , -,-- --,.-,--,- '"
It10IIII•























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFl~URATlON DESCRIPTION
CRDT,49) () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01TSBe
CRDT"S) ZS MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01TSBe
(RDT"?) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL AT BETA=O WITH ALPHA AND M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T3B6
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI OlTSB8
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OlTSB8
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OITSBe+PLUMEII.51
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VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL AT BETA=O WITH ALPHA AND M=I.S EXHAUST PLUMES 01T386
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.as
-.ao







MDAC 8-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0lTSB6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0lTS86
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0ITS811+PLUMEII.SI
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VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL AT BETA=O WITH ALPHA AND M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES OlT3B6
••• ~. r-' ,._.,_. . ..,-. r-·-,-· - ,'··'·,·'-r.- "'_,--,'-'r'- -,---,--,-- --,--,-,'.,-' '-'-'- -·r'· --,._,- -,_. ---,_.-,. '-..,.'.. . "--, .. ,_. - ,. ", ' , , .. , ,
•• 0 --- ..---- -----t-----~----I_---+----.----+-----~----.J_.----~-- .------._.
t------+--,---+----t-----4----4f----.----J!-----l----..-J.----- r------- "---- - ..
t----+---+---+----f----t----t----J---+---+----,~---.- ----.
..... .......... ~ =- .... j-e:J
~ - _ ......1"\ ~ "I,.., ~,.... ,.~~ L... I,.,. ......















































MDAC 8-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3Be
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B6
MDAC 8-222 COMP08ITECT-CGI 0IT3Be+PLUMEll.'1
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~--r.·· ···-,--r·,-· ·~~·r·--'I·'-r--' ...,--,....:,.... -'-'-.'--- "..-,-r-· -,--r...-
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-so -. - 41







MDAC S-ZZ2 COMPOSITECT-CGl OtTsse
MOAC S-ZZ2 COMPOSITECT-CGl OITsse
MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEeT-CGl OtT5Se+PLUMECt.'l























LREF . e09.500. IN.
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•"r-" ., ...









EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES DN RUDDER EFFECT. WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O OF DIT386
•••
•••
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.aa







MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l OlTlIB6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 OlTlIB6
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l OITlIB6+PLUMEII.'1
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-,.--r-r'···' ···-'-T-~-· ..-r-,-..,-- ......,-r-t-. ---r-t-.- -,--,--,-- -,.--.-i~·~r-r--r·-,---,·_,--,·_··._-, .....,..-,_. _.' ... '_.'- .. ._., ..._,-' . .,














-tl! -to - 8 -. - 4 - e o It 4 • I to tl!
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OAT A SET STMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD?S.9) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01TSB6
CRD?SSS) Z! MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01TSB6
CRQ?SS?). 8 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01TSB6+PLUMEC1.51
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_EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RuDDER EFFECT. WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O OF 01T3B6
••0 '-r-,--,--- ---r-T~_'--' -·r.,--,-- --r-r-.- --r-r--r-c--r-r'--T"" -r-I---r- --,--'-'1-- -,--,--'--,.,'- --,-' ....-.".,- '-,-_.,', "I
-,---+----~---~--------- --,_._-,---_.





















































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI OITIIBII
MDAC S-222 COI4POSITECT-CG) OITIIBII
MDAC S-222 COI4POSITECT-CGI 0ITIIBII+PLUMECI.5)
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VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL AT BETA=O WITH ALPHA AND M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T3B6
•• '-T-'--r-- ,---- --,---,--,-- ----,---·'-1-- ----r-'--.----ro-.- ---.-r-,- --,--r'-,- -----r---r-'--- ---.-.,--.,-_.,-- ,----,-.-, - ,., - ,-
.. ------ ------t----f----f----!e----ll--,---II----I---'-r-----·f----- ---_.------
..
.• ~---+----t--,-----:"-I~----+--~-+----f----If-----+----+----t----It---._-

































MOAC S-22Z COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtT~BS
MOAC S-Z22 COHPOSITEIT-CG) OtT~BS
MOAC S-222 COMPOStTEIT-CG) OtT~BS+PLUMEI2.2)
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VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL AT BETA=O WITH ALPHA AND M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES 01T3B6
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MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3Be
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3Be
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 0IT3Be+PLUMEC2.21
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VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL AT BETA=O WITH ALPHA AND M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES l)lT386
••• "-"--r-'-,'" ."'-,--,"-' '-'.",--,-- - .•-'-0'-,-- --.--.-,.-:-~I-'-··--.-r--r- 0--.--.....,. '-,-- -.--" , ,.. ..,....... •... ..,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-.It










MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B.
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01T3a.
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B••PLUMEI2.21
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•EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O OF DIT386


















MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01TSB6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01TSB6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T5B6+PLUME(2.21
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EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O OF 01T386
.1' r-r-,---.-- ---r--T-T- -'-'-t- --,--,--,-- .-,-,-- ~~-.-- --,-.----r--,..-,--,----r-r-T-,-- --,--.-r-- --,---,--,---~ T--.-- •
•10
















































MDAC _S-ZZZ COMPOSITECT-CGI 01TllB6
MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITECT-CGI 01TllB6
MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEcT-CGI 01TllBS+PLUMEcZ.ZI
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EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O OF 01T3B6
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MDAC a-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T5BS
MDAC a-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T5B6
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T5B8+PLUMEII.21
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EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O OF 01T3B6
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI OlT5Be
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI OlT5Be
MDAC S-Z22 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OlT5Be+PLUMEI2.21
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT DF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7AI-4 AT BETA = 0









































MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4B?Al-4






















LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=I.S EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T4B7AI-4 AT BETA = 0
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MDAC 8-Z22 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4B7AI-4














SREF 81 ••• 8040 'SQ.FT.
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•L~NGITUDINAL EFFECT ~F M~l.S EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
•• 0 '" ,'r " I " •..•• , ..-,.-' ,.. , - .• ,.. • .. ,., .•






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM8~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
f cot,?Z ) 0 MDAC· S-ZZZ CONPOS ITE (T-CG) 01 T48'1'At-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
.7 ------- ------ ------+-----+------+---'--- -----If----- ........-----t- ----------- --------
... -,...----- ------ ------+----+------+--~-l----_+----t---------------- ------------
.11 +-------t-----+_------+-'-----~~----+----~-I_---+----_t----l__----+----









MDAC S-222 COMPOStTE(T-CGI 01T4B7AI-4
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o
f , e ,-I I f I
" f t• I "• • I I• It.••••
LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA
1.1 -r-,.",-, I I " '0,', -f ,"-,,-,. f-,-"f r- "f -f 't- , .•••• t ""
-'.0 ----4----- --t-----t ---- ------- ---- --------
C'.8 ------
------ --.----4----~ - ..-.
G•• I----+---I---+----+----+----t---+----I-------- ----+----l-----+----- - ---
z





























.8 •• .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOl..
(CD?,7'Z) 0
I cDT5?4 I Z!
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI OIT4B7AI-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
'.1 ... , '0 f' ,. -,. . .. - -r - ., .._'.-_., . ..-,. ., t' .' I ",' .. ,.... , t" - 'f . I ,-" f
l.O ~------- ----f------- -----.---- ------ --------. -------------- --------- ----------- ---.-----.-
O.a ~------ f----- ------- ------ ---------t------- ---------. -------------



































MDAC S-ZZ2 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 0IT4BTAI-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
... 0 ", '" ,,', " .. , - , ~-.. ,.- '" f' " .- , "f -, - -f . I t-
.l'• ........_._- --_.._- ----_. -.--_. ----_..._-_._--------_.-- _ ..._----
• &0 --.. _- ---- -------.-----.--.- -.---- .-----e----- ---._-- ------ --...--- .
AA
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"DAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0IT4BTAI-4
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•L~NGITUDINAL EFFECT ~F M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. DIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
•• 0 I.'" " , , • 'I "" I .,.', .•• '0' .. "'-f -.":-.,- .. _,-,--, .-- "' .,,--, .. , ". ",'-"" ."," ,-',". If" I I I I "' I I • • fit • I • I
• 11 -..-.--- ..---- -----.---- .--..--- ------.----.-.-+----.-- --.....- .. --~--_.-I___------ ...---....- .- ..--- ....-.. - ..----'--'- .- ..
.10 --._- .----.~---t_---_1~--_t_---__t----.-.----1--------.--. f-.--- ......---.--..-.----.. - - ....'
.411 ----- f---- ·----·-jr----jf----If------II-'---jf----t-------t------t-- --_.+---_.~.------
-.---.---- ------.--. --'-- ------f-.-.-.--
----- --- _._-'-' ----- --'.•..
+----t----r----j'--....,---+---+----t----.---..----- ------. ----- ----
·--1f----+-----t-----+----j----t------t--·-- ----.~.---_+------.-...-- -----
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D.O D.I D.2 D.lI D.~ a.s D.. a.? a.. 0.9 I.a 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.4





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T4B7AI-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T4B7Al-4 AT BETA
1.1 f I " I I , I I I " ,.,. " I I I I " " I. ., I I I. f I I I ., ••• I ., " '" I If' I
o
• I I •
-_.__. 0_____ ._____ . . ~.__, ~_.






























-I • 4 l..J-L-'-..LLL-l-L-'-~.L-L-l-LJ.-L-'-.l-JL..l-L-L..L.LJLJ.-.L-L-'-L.J-L-'--L..LL-JL.L-.L..L.L...l-JL.J...L-L.L-L.JL.l-.L-L..L.LJLJ.J.-'--'-WL.J......_L!...L LJ_L...L-'-_LL_.I.-
-.ts -.to -.05 .00 .05 .to .t5 .20 .25 .SO .S5 .40 .45 .50 .55 ••0
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMBOL
CCO'P57'2) 0
(CO,., ... C) Z!
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
HOAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-C~' 0IT4BTAI-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
'.1 "-,", " I I ,-,-r ,. ·,.-i·~·,~ '-'--'--'-"' ",',--,-,- "r-'T-r----... ,-r'·T" "'---'--,.",-"'-,--,--.'--,'- •.•.., .-. ,'-, ..,-. ". I I 'f I I I • f", • I
, .11 ---- ------- --- ----- -------f---- ...------1'----- ---- ---- ----- .....- ....:.-__._. ----._._-_.- -.-_.-.- ---
II.' ...--------- ------- ----- -----t----t---- ----- --- -----+----+----- -----
0.1 ~-------------- ----t----t-----t------ ------ ---- ---- -------------- --------
0.4 -----jr----,--1----t- ---t-----t----t----t----I----t----+---- ------ ---- -------- ----- ----






















.11 .'P .. .5 .4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL
(CDTSTZ) 0
( COT5T4 ) lS.
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4B?A1-4
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L~NGITUDINAL EFFECT ~F M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lT4B7Al-4 AT BETA
1.1 --, --'J -', r I , ~ , •.. , I .or ~-,._.. , I '" --,... .' T- ,. .- I -,-- , • - ,. •. o
I 1
'.0 ~----------- -----~----------f---.--- ---...-- -------+------1-------- ------------- .---- _













































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IT4BTAI-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
..-.----.-..-. --.-.._-.--.- ..--.----1-------- .--------.-- ---------....... -....-.--..
.• "f' , ...~ ... "..,.-,... ' ... ,"
. " '1-- ...,_.,. '" .,,,.,-- ,.
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MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4B7AI-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
.'0 .-r .. ,.-, .. , .. , ....,. ... -.,_.,.-,.. -.,--,_.,--- ··.,-··'--r····.····.. ··j·· -- ....-,.._ .. , ....•.. j.-,...•... -"···'-T· .. , ,.. ,.
... ~ .. ---_.. -----.----.+_._~--- ._._-- _._--_. --.---+---.-4------- ..-._--. --- ... _.

























































MDAC S-222 COI4POSITEIT-CGI 0IT4BTAI-4
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•LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0




.• S 1-----+----+----+---+----+----1-----+----+-----+-----·1------- ----------
• 4 r__-----+:----t-----+----t------t-----~t_---+----r__----+---- ----- ----------.












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET STMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CO?5?21 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSlTE(T-C~1 0IT4BTAI-4
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\ L~NGITUDINAL EFFECT ~F M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
1.1 .,. .. ,-,." ,,.-,"f'-r' -Tr",,·, - -r-f--'--'- "'''',.,-,- --,-r--"'~I-·-f-Tl~·l- .")'-;--,--"" -,--,,_.,- -'-"'-'l-r~ -'"t"'rr -, .., '" ,',-., I • ,., ,- I '"
----i~--+----+----~--__,__ ----4---__ f--- _














MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OtT.BTAt-4
















BREF 1182. 0004 IN.
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01T4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0t.a , ,.... ,. .-, , "r:" _..,... , .. _, ,--.,._,. ··")"--,···r-· -, -, ..,- --'-"""'-,.- , , ." , .., ,.. . I .,
1.0 --'-"-'--' f-------1------f-----+----.-f----+-----+----.. ~'----
0.'8 --+-----if-----f..------'+------1---.--J------if-----+---.--- f-------+------ -.....-_.... -.
1210••4o- I
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MOAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIT4BTAI-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
.. 10 " I I I I '" I I I I I r I I
.11
.10 ---- -- ------ ----1-------- ---+--- f ---- .-.------ ··-----·0-




























































MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 0IT.B1'AI-.
MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI OIT.B1'Al-4+PLUHEI2.21
- • t !t..e--'-.l-......._-tLO--'-L-......._...La--L---'L-.L.--'.'--.L-..L.-i._.......I.L..1-..........L.--Le-L......L-..L.-J.o--''--1-..J...-l.e-J_L-..........L.-J-JL-.L-...L.-i.-JL....L-..Ja'--.L-..L._L-JtL.o.......-JL....L-t..Je
ALPHA.
DATA SET SYMBOL
I Cb1'51'2 I ()
ICD1'5801 n
MACH 2.20 PAGE 178
LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
.. , ,., , , ,., , " ..,..,. ., •. _, •.. , • I I • I I ,
.11 ... -......... ----If---+----f--·-- ---------- .---. ---- --- f-.--- -----
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) OIT4B1'At-4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA
'.1 -"'1" ,. t , -f'·" -r- '--r···.· J .,.--,-.- ·-,-,--r. - --,_._("-,,'- '--'r-r--'- "1-'--,-. ···r";-'r""--l , "j '-r ·-'J"1· ,'-, " -, I' I 'r- ., , t"' , oI • I I
1.0 ------- f----- f------- --- ----.1----1----+--- +----f---- --- ----.----.-
0.8 I--------J------I--- -----f------+---~---I---I__-~---- --- ---J----- ---------
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DATA SET SYMBOl..
C,RDTS",,) 0
I R.D l' is l' 8 ) n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IT4B1'AI-4+PLUMEII.51
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•EFFECTS·~F ALPHA ~N RUDDER C~NTR~L ~F C~NFIG. ~lT4B7Al-4+PLUME(2.2) AT BETA=O
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EFFECTSDF ALPHA DN RUDDER CDNTRDL DF CDNFIG. DIT4B7Al-4+PLUME(2.2J AT BETA=O
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
IRO?S801 0
I RO?SS4 I Zl
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI OtT4BTAl-4+PLUMEI2.2)
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EFFECTS ~F ALPHA ~N RUDDER C~NTR~L ~F C~NFIG. ~lT4B7Al-4+PLUME(2.2) AT BETA=O
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MoAC '-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIT4B7Al-4+PLUMEI2.21
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LONG. EFFECTS OF M=l.S EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlV1T4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0I.' ..,. , , .... ,.. ,., ..,.. , .. ,...,. """"--"'-"'-.,-- --,_...,-.,'. ',. "-1' T , ... ,
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LDNG. EFFECTS DF M=l.S EXHAUST PLUMES DN CDNFIG. DIVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(~DT592' () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 0IV1T4BTAI-4
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•LDNG. EFFECTS DF H=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES DN CDNFIG. DIVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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L~NG. EFFECTS ~F M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?5921 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4B?AI-4
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LONG. EFFECTS OF M=l.S EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
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LONG. EFFECTS OFM=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
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•, f. I
'.0 ------ ----- ---- ----~----+----+-------- ---- --.--- -----f---.-- .- ----.--.
0.1 -.-- -- -:- --- ---- -----r--t---+---I----
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMBOL
ICO .. '92) 0
ICO.. 'AS) Z!
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COHPOSITEcT-CG) OSVIT4BTAI-4
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LONG. EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01VIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0






























•• •• .S .4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
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LAT~DIR. EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT487Al-4 AT ALPHA 0
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LAT-DIR. EFFECTS OF M=l.S EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT487Al-4 AT ALPHA 0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD759S1 O' MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OlV1T4BTAl-4
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LAT-DIR. EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA 0
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•L~NG. EFFECTS ~F M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
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L~NG. EFFECTS ~F M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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LONG. EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
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LONG. EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG.OIVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
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•LDNG. EFFECTS DF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES DN CDNFIG. DIVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
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LONG. EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.15
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.11 0.4 0.' 0 •• D.? D.' D•• 1.0 1.1 I.e 1.11 1.4
DATA SET SYMBOL
IC07S92) 0
I <:!)7SBl ) n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 'S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) OIY1T4BTAI-4
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LONG. EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA 0
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o
, -,,- ,---,'_ ..,""- ",--
LAT-DIR. EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. OlVIT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA
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•LAT-DIR. EFFECTS ~F M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N C~NFIG. ~lVIT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA 0
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.\11 ------r--- -t-----t----t---'---t----+--'---+----4------ ----- -------




























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
IROT59S1 0
I R075B2 I z:s
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4BTAI-4



















ZMRP ZOO. 0004 IN.
SCALE D.OOllD
MACH 2.20 PAGE 244
LAT-DIR. EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON CONFIG. 01VIT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA 0
.YO r-'".,., ... "., .,.,....:, "'J' .... ',-'r-,-" "'"1--"""-" '-"'-'r--r- r-r-.,..-,-- --,.-,',- -'·-·r-.. ··- -,"-'-"" ...., ...,...., ..-.. ,... ,.. , , -,
.•• --.--- .----~,----I_---+-.---+----I-----+---_+----_l>--·--·-...----.. -----..-_...
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.05
-II! -10 - 8 - 41 - 4 - z a 4 41 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RDT5931 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4BTAI-4
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EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE















































MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITE(T-CG, OIVIT4BTAI-4
MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITE(T-CG, OIT4F1BTAI-..
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG, OIVIT..BTA1-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG, OIVIT4BTAI-"+PLU(I.51
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI OIVIT..BTAI-4+PLU(I.51
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EFFECTS ~F M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE
.a. r", .- .. r-"T":- _ ,_ ,_.•..,- ··'···,·-'r-4 "-. ..-'.-_.,-," - ···-·,-.'-'--r····~ --r--' ,.._-,-_. ·_1·~4' ._ --,., ",. __. r'" " . I' --,... ---,.,.. ", .." . '"

















































SIDE SLIP'ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.110












MDAC 8-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B7Al-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OlT4F1B7Al-4
MDAC 8-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OlV1T4B7Al-4
MDAC 8-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OlV1T4B7Al-4+PLUll.5)
MDAC 8-222 COMP08ITEIT-CG) OlV1T4B7Al-4+PLUll.5)
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EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE





























































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~l 0IVIT4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~l 01T4FIBTAI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 01VIT4BTAI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUll.51
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUll.51
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•EFFECTS DF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES DN RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE
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MO"C 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B?.. 1-4
MO"C 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 01T4F1B?.. 1-4
MO"C S-222 COHPOSITEIT-C~) 01V1T4B?Al-4
MOAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-C~) 01V1T4B?Al-4+PLUll.5)
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 01V1T4B? .. 1-4+PLUll,5J






























SREF 515S.50.. 0 SQ.FT.
LREF 809.S00.. IN.
BREF 882.0004 IN.
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EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE
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MOAC s-zzz COMPOSITE(T-C~I 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC s-zzz COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC s-zzz COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUll.5)
MOAC s-zzz COMPostTEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUll.5)
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EFFECTS OF M=1. 5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
_ .11a L.-..J--L--JL--L..-£.---'_.L---'--J._L-..J--L--JL---'--£.---''--'---'----'_L-..J--J._'-....-L--JL--L..-L---'_.L---'--J._-'--L--L_'--L..-£.--JL--L..--'-- ''-.L-<----L--L_<--~












MDAC 5-222 COMPOstTECT-CG) OIVIT4BTAI-4
MDAC 8-222 COMP08tTEIT-CGl OIVIT4BTAI-4
MDAC 8-222 COMPOStTElT-CGl OIVIT4BTAI-4
MDAC 8-222 COMPOStTEIT-CGl OIVIT4BTAI-4+PLUII.51.
MDAC 8-222 COMPOStTEIT-CGl OIVIT4BTAI-4+PLUll.51
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HOAC 5-222 COHPostTEIT-CG) 01VIT4B"Al-4
HOAC S-222 COHPOstTE(T-CG) 01VIT4B"Al-4
HOAC S-222 COHPOstTEIT-CG) 01VIT4B?Al-4
HOAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B?Al-40PLUll.5)
HDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B"Al-4+PLUll.5)





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 252
EFFECTS OF M=1.5 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE
.,a -,_...,.--,... - -r···~'·__··,'·__· --r---r" - r- ·',-·-r,' - .- '--'.-.-- --.--,'..',- -'--'--1---- --,_o_-r-:-",--" --;--r-,--,--" '--'f _.'. ""f"" ._.. ,-,. -f
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
.00
-.011












MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtVtT4BYAt-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtVtT4BYAt-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtVtT4BYAt-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtVtT4BYAt-4+PLUlt.5)
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtVtT4BYAt-4+PLUlt.5)





































MACH 1. S1 PAGE 2S3
EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE
••. , I I I II ", .. , ,-···r· .. ,--•.•.... ,.., .• ··j···O·-,· .•..,--,.... , ... , .. , .•.
• 1 ~---- ----+---~i_---II__----I_--- I----..-----l----l- -------. ------.-.














.0 ~01.L..J ,<cr -.1W




-10 - . • 10 se-Ie -. - 4 - e a e 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR RUDFLR RUDDER REFERENCE INFCRMATION
(RD1'S9S I £( MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01"IT4B1'AI-4 D.DDD 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF ~HSS .SD4D SCI. FT.(RD7595) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IT4FIB1'AI-4 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF llD9.SDD4 IN.
CR07599) ~ MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4B1'AI-4 0.000 0.000 20.000 10.000 BREF 882.0004 ! IN.(RD1'SB2 I MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4B1'AI-4+PLUI2.21 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 llHRP SS1'.DDD4 IN.(RD1'SB4 I MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4B1'AI-4+PLUI2.21 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
cRD75B8) D HDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI OIVIT4B1'AI-4+PLUI2.21 0.000 0.000 20.000 10.000 ZHRP 200.0004 IN.SCALE 0.00110
MACH 2.20 PAGE 254
•EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE
.tt -,-·-r .. , ·r-·r·-r-· .,._.,-....-- .~-. ...--J.- -,-.---.- -r'.-'-'.'.' ._,-".,,_., ···-'·-.-T·······,··-,·· r·-· ,._., ,.. .., ., .. , . r . r
.ao ~---- -----+----+--'---+----+----1---,--- t----4----- f---.- .---- ...-.---.
.1' r---t----t----t----'--t----t-----I----+-----+-----+----+----+-----






















































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEiT-CGI OIVIT4B?AI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OIT4FIB?AI-4
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OIVIT4BTAI-4
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGl OIVIT4BTAl-4+PLUI2.21
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 01VIT4BTAI-4+PLUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 255
EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE
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MDAC a-Z22 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B"Al-4
MDAC a-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI 01T4FIB"Al-4
MDAC a-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B"Al-4
MDAC a-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01VIT4B"Al-4+PLUC2.21
MDAC a-Z22 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B"Al-4+PLuc2.21


































YMRP O. DODD IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0080
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EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE
•.po -- ,.._,._. - I ._,- ···;·-T--,--r r-·'- ,--,_..,- -r~ -' -,-,-,-····,-·'-·.--r-· -_.•- .•.. , ,--, , ""1 I ., I
















































MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI 01V1T48TAI-4
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGl 01T4F18TAI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 01V1T48TAI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OIV1T4BTAI-4+PLUI2.21
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0IV1T48TAI-4+PLUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 257
EFFECTS DF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES DN RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHDUT RUDDER FLARE
.s ._.,-,._,.. , ""1'-" "'1"'-'-"'" ... , .. _,-..,...- .. ,--..- .... -._,.. , .._," - .. -·,···-.·"·_-,·.. ·,, .._,---·'''..'·..1·· ., ....,












































HDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 0IVIT4BTAI-4
HDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 0IVIT4BTAI-4
HDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 0IVIT4BTA1-.
HDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUI2.2)
HDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUI2.2)





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 258
EFFECTS OF M=2.2 EXHAUST PLUMES ON RuDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE
.t. .-, ··r·'···· ..-,..._, -. ,....-.,- .. - ..,-- .. -'-''--'-- ""·"-T-'-·· -"--'-·T·· -..--r..,- ···"--'·-T-·· ... ,.-.. ,...." ..... ,. _., ....,.. .., . , ..
• to >--------.t-----J----+----+--.-----il----.,-----t-.----t----- --------.-... _- ....__...
I---_+----t----+----ir-----+----t---~t---_+---+--.-t-.---t----.-.--
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
Ie
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l 0IV1T4B?AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 0IV1T4B?AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l 0IVlT4B?AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l 0IV1T4B?AI-4+PLU(2.21
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l 0IV1T4B?AI-4+PLUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 259
•IIi10••4a- e- 4-.-.
..., ,
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B.,Al-4
MOAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUI2.2)
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUI2.2)


































YMRP • 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0080
MACH 2.20 PAGE 260
EFFECTS .~F M=2. 2 EXHAUST PLUMES ~N RUDDER EFFECT. WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE

































































MDAC S-Z22 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4BTA1.4
MDAC S-Z22 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4BTAI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT'4BTAI-4
MDAC S-Z22 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUIZ.ZI
MDAC S-Z2Z COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUIZ.ZI





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 261
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME




















































MDAC 5-222 COI4POSITEIT-CG) 01V1T4B7AI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01T4FIB7Al-4
MOAC 5-222 COI4POSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE<T-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUll.')
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUll.')





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 262
.,,---,_._,._ • ..-- ,.-- -·'-0' ,_. I''-,- ·'1 _., .. -
-0--',-,--VARIATfON OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=l.S EXHST. PLUME".----. ..".... a
























































MDAC 5-222 COMP05ITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4B7AI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMP05ITEIT~CGI 0IT4FIB7AI-4
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4B7AI-4
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4B7AI-4+PLUll.51
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IVIT4B7AI-4+PLUll.S1





































MACH 1. S1 PAGE 263
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=l.S EXHST. PLUME
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"DAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01V1T4B?Al-4
"OAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01T4F1B?Al-4
"CAC S-222 CO"POSITEIT-CG) 01V1T4B?At-4
"CAC S-222 CO"POSITEIT-CG) 01V1T4BTAt-4+PLUlt.51
"CAC S-222 CO"POSITEIT-CG) OtV1T4B?At-4+PLUII.51





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 264
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=l.S EXHST. PLUME
•• ., ,. ,'~. 'f"" '-'Of -, . -",-·'T-'·'-··-- -,-.. ,. '1"- ..... ,_._,... _.,-- _...•._--, "0'_" ....., ._-.,.*_.,_ .. -.,,-. '1"-'- ,---', ,.. ,- r ,
.7 1--------_ ---"-- -----J----- ---,--- ---- ----t----t----+----t------ -------.-
tittoIIII•o- 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
















































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B.,A1-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4F1B.,A1-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OIV1T4B.,A1-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B"A1-4+PLUI1.51
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B7A1-4+PLUI1.51


































.. MRP O. 0000 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE D.OOBO
MACH 1.51 PAGE 265
•VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
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.11 .7 •• .5 .4 .S .2 .S .0 -.S -.2 -.S -.4 -.5 -.e -.'1'












MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) OtVtT4BTAt-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) OtT4FtBTAt-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) OIVtT4B'I'AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) OIVIT4BTAI-4+PLUll.5)
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) OtVIT4BTAI-4+PLUlt.5)





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 266






























































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtVIT4B7AI-4
MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) OIT4FIB7AI-4
MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) OIVIT4B7AI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtVIT4B7AI-4+PLUll.S)
MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 0IVIT4B7AI-4+PLUll.S)











































MACH 1.51 PAGE 267
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=l.S EXHST. PLUME
.lIa -"-r-, -,-,---,- .,-,.-_.,-- -'-:'--'_·--.,:-r--,·- "'-r--,-··· r-T-'- ..-,--,--,-- .,---, ..... -.-,--,-, -.. , -" ,., I
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4F1BTAl-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01VST4BTAl-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OSVST4BTAl-4+PLUll.5)
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OSV1T4BTAl-4+PLUll.S)





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 268
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
.eQ ~r r'o, ,
.11 -.--.----.---
r f I ,. -r -t· I I •... , ,"f" """'-T-,-' -.-l'-"·-,-----·,.-r-T-r" .,,-',---,--, "r-,-"--,-- .",...,_..,,.",.- --"., .., '" .--, I I I I '" I , I I •
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PnJrr--r
~~---+----~---+----+---__jL---+---f__---_J.----------f-------
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.t!l












MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGl 01T4F1BTAl-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 01V1T4BTAl-4'PLUC1.!l1
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 01V1T4BTAl-4'PLUll.!l1





































MACH 1.51 PAGE 269
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
'ot 'J ,',-, .,.",. "-11" ",,-"1' ..··1·'-'· 'I'r'-I--~'---'---'-'---I-rl-r-"I-r-r··r'-I·... ·--,-I·-·I-'· 1'1"',··, 'I' 'II I I'll
'.0 1--.----. -----;1----1----.---+------1·---+---11---+---l------l-----



























-.05 .OD .D5 .10 •• 5 .20 .25 .50 .55 ..0-.15 -.10
FORE BODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET sn.BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR RUDFLR RUDDER
( CO?'92l ~ MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0IVIT4BTAI-4 D.ODD O.DOO O.OOD D.OOD(CDT594 ) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IT4FIBTAI-4 0.000 D.OOD 0.000 lD.OOO
ICO?'9l\1 § MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI 0IVIT4BTAI-4 O.DOO D.OOO 20.000 10.000CCD7'5AtJ MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGl 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLU(I.5) 0.000 0.000 0.000 D.OOO(CO?'A" MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGl 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUll.5) 0.000 D.OOO 2D.000 0.000









MACH 1.51 PAGE 270
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
I.' -, 'r',' ,e """ '" "","""", -,",-,-, ' ",-,--,--, '-rrrT- --,',-,-,- ,',,--,- .,----,TT' "rro-,- -,-,,-,'-""-, ',',-', TT , ' T.,. ,--, '" I
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOS'ITEIT-CGI 01T4FIB?Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl O'VIT4B?Al-4+PLUCl.',






































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 271
"VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTRDL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=I.5 EXHST.
1.1 , f' , r-·-, '~-r--,-· -,-,-... ----r-r-r---r-.-.----r-t-.-·-··T--T-. --, I I ." I " PLUM:
I ~










































MCAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtVtT4BTAt-4
MCAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtVtT4BTAt-4
MCAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtVtT4BTAt-4
MCAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtVtT4BTAt-4+PLUlt.51
MCAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtVtT4BTAt-4+PLUlt.51





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 272
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
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.,DAC 11-222 CO.,POSITE,T-CGl 0IVIT4BTAI-4
.,DAC S-222 CO"POSITE'T-CGl olviT4BTAI-4
.,DAC S-222 CO"POSITE,T-CGl 0IVIT4BTAI-4
.,DAC S-222 CO"POSITE'T-CGl 0IVIT4BTAI-4+P~U'I.1I1
.,DAC S-222 CO.,POSITE'T-CGl 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLU'I.1I1





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 273
'VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST.- PLUME































































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIVIT4B?AI-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OlVIT4B?Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4B?AI-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4B?AI-4+PlUll.SI
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4B?AI-4+PlUll.S1





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 274
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
•• -., . -, .. -, --I -,-'-'--- --,-- .----, --- ..-,--., ..•.:,.- 'T ... ,----, ... """--.'''-'' -- ... ,_., -, --, ... ,.-., , .., , .

















































MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4BTA1-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC 5-222 COMP05ITEIT-CGI 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B?Al-4+PLUll.S1
MDAC 5-222COMP05ITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B?Al-4+PLUll.S1





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 275
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
'.I·r-", I'" ,.," ""1' ""-,-, "-,-,---,',,,-,-,." "'" ,,",.._, If" .", II' •• " •• ",
'.0 ......------. ------ -----r----- r.----..----+---- ---- ------- ------1------ ------ _.--- - ------
0 ••
0 ••
1-----,,-+-----..---.-+---+---.-4---+-----11----- ----1------ ---- --------jf---+------ -------
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"DAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l O'V1T4B?Al-4
"DAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 01V1T4B?Al-4
"DAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 01V1T4BTAl-4
"OAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 01V1T4BTAl-4+PLUll.51
"OAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 01V1T4BTAl-4+PLUll.51





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 276
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
••• " ',", ',' -, ',",' """"", ',',""'," r'" "', "I"'r,' ". ,'-, , " '"


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
aATA SET











MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI OSV1T4B S-4
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI OSV1T4B" 1-4
MO"'C 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGl 0IV1T4B 1-4
MO"'C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0IV1T4B" S-4+PLU(i.',
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGl 0IVST4S" 1-4+PLUll.',



































ZHRP zoo. 0004 IN.
SC"'LE 0.0060
MACH 1. 51 PAGE 277
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MD4C 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01vtT4B.,At-4
MD4C 5-222 COMPosiTEIT-CGI 01vtT4e"At-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01vtT4e"A1-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtvtT4e.,At-4+PLUlt.51
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4e"AI-4+PLUll.S1





































MACH 1.51 PAGE 278
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
r 1-, , I ,., , , ..,-. ,.- ., ,- •. ,-- 'TTT""" '.,-',.,.- •.. -, •. .,.,...... ,-,-,...•., ...•.. ,...• .,.,.,..... , , .-.• , I I , • I I I ,. I I I
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.150.0 o.t 0.1: 0.11 0.5 0 •• 0.8
.












HDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B7Al-4
HDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B7Al-4
HOAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B7Al-4
HOAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUll.S1
HoAC 5-222 COHP05ITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B7Al-4+PLUll.S1





































'MACH 1. 51 PAGE 279
VARIATIDN DF RUDDER CDNTRDL ~ITH AND WITHDUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
1.1 ,. r" ." I "' ,. I 1-"'-"" -',_.,-,-, r-r-,+,- -,--, "'" ,- ,--r"," --,-', '-r- ., ..•._,.,- ··.~I--, If",·, I ,', I I " I -f I '"
._-_. --_..
----t·----+--····-- ----.--- --.- ._--..-- -..
:-1H;~lfl;-+---t---_t_----+---I_--- ----
---- --- r---- ----t---;----;----t-----t----- .-..._--. ------. -- -.'.
t----+---_t----I----+-~-_t---+_---+---1I_--+---4------- -.--.1------ -----
,~























-.10 .ao .a5 .40-.15 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25
FORE BODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA' SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR RUDFLR RUDDER
CCO?S921 ~ MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 0IVIT4BTAI-4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000CCD"'596) MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 0IVIT4BTAI-4 0.000 0.000 20.000 0.000
ICDTS98) § MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 0IVIT4BTAI-4 O.DOO 0.000 20.000 10.000I COTSAI ) MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE CT-C~) 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUll.S) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000ICOTSAS) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUll.S) 0.000 0.000 20.000 0.000









MACH 1. 51 PAGE 280
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT. RUDDER FLARE AND M=1.5 EXHST. PLUME
I.. -,-, -r-, '--f-' -, - --r-f--' ,- -- ,-,--,--,- --r,--,---,-- '-,"-'---f- --TTr-,--T--, -j--r -f' ,-', --,-- -'--r.,-- .. ---r, -,--,-- , ,---,-, t , I I
.'"' . • -. I I
1.0 ----i----+----+---t-----t----Ir---I-----I----+---I~----J---+-------- ----------






































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~l OtVtT4BTAt-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~l OtVtT4BTAt-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~l OtVtT4BTAt-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~l OtVtT4BTAt-4+PLUlt.5l
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~l OtVtT4BTAt-4+PLUlt.5l





































MACH 1. 51 PAGE 281
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME


























2 -0 •• I"'"
-0.8
-1.0 1-----+-----+---------jf---------jf-----4-------1-----l------+-----+------l-------l-----~













MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI OtVtT4B?AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI OlT4FIB?Al-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI OlVIT4B7AI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI OlVIT4B?At-4+PLUl2.21
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI OlVIT4BTAl-4+PLUl2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 282
•VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
... 0 "r ,-.,.... ,···r·",- . -, .-, .., ,.",- ,. ."., .,. '1" ,-.." '''1 , .. ,. -, ,- , ,
~
"II .-----.....---. -----l-------------- ------- ----..
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MOAC 1-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 0IVIT4B?AI-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 0IT4FIB?AI-4
MOAC 1-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 0IVIT4B?AI-4
MOAC 1-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 0IVIT4B?AI-4+PLU(2.2)
MOAC 1-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 0IVIT4B?AI-4+PLU(2.2)





































MACH 2.20 PAGE '283
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
.'0 "., ", , ,'-,. , ....,_., .. '-,-r-r'" --,-,-,- ...., ...,-, '0 •• -,- •• ,--.,.- _'0, ..,.. , ... , , " I '"
••1 ~_..... o __ f----- -_-4----+---J~-----1----I----~.-_
~---......--·---+_---_4---_+---+_---II---_+_----4_--___+---+_----- .0__·_








-X· 'Ac -:x 'y - x.
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01T4FIB7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUI2.2)
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01VIT4B7Al-4+PLUI2.2)





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 284
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
.1 Of _ • "'-f" .. ,-. -J' "f _•• ,_.,,-_.,"-_. -·~'···-·'-·-T-·- .. ,_..._,...,,-_. -_·.·--'-1···· ._-,_.. _," '··f·· , . -f f I' I 0' I
... ----------- ------_j~-----t-----+----_jl------I-----+-----t-----_lt_---------~---------- - ---- -











































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0IV1T4BTAI-4
HDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0IT4F1BTAI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OIVIT4BTAI-4
HDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGl 0IVIT4BTAI-4+PLUI2.2l
HDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGl 0IV1T4BTAI-4+PLUI2.2l





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 285
VARIATIDN DF RUDDERCDNTRDL WITH AND WITHDUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
'.1 r I r I • I " "" '" I ,. ,., f "" ., I , I' , f • I f I ,--. •• ,- I I" I I I " • I I I I I I I " I ,
----- f------ --- .----
'---4---+----1----1-..---.. -------
Cf-----+----l----~----f____- --- f-- -------
L---t----+---+---t-----f----f----f----
---'~--+----I---------I-----+----I~·---~----J_-.-.---.- ------ ---








































MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI OtVtT4BTAt-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGl OtT4FtBTAt-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl OtVtT4BTAt-4
MDAC 8-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGl OtvtT4BTAt-4+PLUc2.21
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGl OtvtT4BTAt-4+PLUI2.21






























SREF 8t 55.8040 SQ ;FT.
LREF 809.5004 tN.
BREF 882.0004 tN.




MACH 2.20 PAGE: 286
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
'.1 --.... -, .--,.- --T-··.· -r'--' ----.-.---.-- .-::-r-.-r-·- ----r-r--·r·- --'---'--"---'---r-r-,'- --··.-r-r- ---"'--'r--,--'" - •.--,.. • , .. , ,-. .,

























-to -. - . - 4 - z o 4 • • to












MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4F1B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B7Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B7Al-4+PLUI2.21
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B7Al-4+PLUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 287
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
.10 _., ..-,---,- ..-,"',-,' .. (--,--,-- 'I'---'-T---(-,--'- --,-",---',- --..,-----,-- ...-- -'1'-'''-1'- -," ,.-, -,., - I ", '"
t2
-----------
to1•4o- 2- 4-.- 1-to
r----t----+----+----+----+-----t-----+-----+-----~------+_-----·- ----,
I------+_----.t----t----+----J-------I----+----+-------- ------ ----



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl.. CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEYTR RUDFLR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
I C07S92) 9 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 01Y1T4B'PAl-4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF :51SS.:5040 SQ.P'T.I C07S94) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 01T4F1B'PAl-4 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF e09.5004 IN.
IC07598) ~ MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE <T-C~) 01Y1T4B'PAl-4 0.000 0.000 20.000 10.000 BREF 882.0004 IN.ICO'PSB1) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 01Y1T4B'PAl-4+PLU(2.2) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 lCMRP S5'P.0004 IN.ICOTS!!!:5) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 01Y1T4B'PAl-4+PLU(2.2) 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ICOTSB'P ) D MOAC 8-222 COMPOSITE (T-CG-l 0IYIT4B'PAI-4+PLU(Z.ZI 0.000 0.000 zo.OOO 10.000 ZMRP ZOO.0004 IN.SCALE o.ooeo
MACH 2.20 PAGE 288
•VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
.eQ ,- r r I
"l' -'T" '" r I I -'f ,-'," ,- .,.,.• ," r-- '"") ..,-,--',_.' "-'-""-1" ._"''''-'''''',' . ,···.·--r-·'··· --"., " I " ,'". I J ,'I , I , I
































LIFT C~EFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.,s









MDAC S-ZZ2 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B?AI-4
MDAC 8-ZZ2 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4F1B?AI-4
MOAC 8-22Z COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B?AI-4
MOAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T~B?AI-4+PLUl2.21
MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4B?AI-4+PLUl2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 289
\,
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
































_ •• 4 L..L..Jc....J.-L..L.....L..Jc..J.-1..............L..JU-L.............L.JLJ.-L...L.....LJc..J.....J...........LL-.JL.J.....J....L..I-J...JL.J.-1...........I-L..JLI.-L.............uc..J.-L.............I-JL.J.-L..........I-J...JLJ....J.....L..I-~LJc..J.--l.-L.L-L
-.'5 -.'0 -.05 .00 .05 ••0 •• 5 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 ·.5~ ••0












MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIVIT4B?AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIT4FIB?AI-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIVIT4B?AI-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIVIT4B?AI-4+PLUI2.21
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIVIT4B?AI-4+PLUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 290
VARIATIDN DF RUDDER CDNTRDL WITH AND WITHDUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME




























.e .. .5 .4 .s .2 .0 -.1 -.2 -.s -.4
• -L-.L-O'-A.-L.-'-.L....JL.L..J
-.5









MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OlVIT4B?Al-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OlT4FIB?Al-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OlV1T4B?Al-4
MDAC '-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OlV1T4B?Al-4+PLUI2.21
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OlV1T4B?Al-4+PLUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 291
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME

















































MD"C 5-222 COHPOStTECT-CGl 0IVIT4B.... 1-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOStTECT-CG) 0IV1T4B .. Al-4
MDAC '-222 COMPOstTECT-CG) OIV1T4BTAl-4
MDAC '-222 COHPOStTECT-CGI OIVIT4BTAl-4+PLUC2.2l
MDAC '-222 COMPOstTECT-CGl 01VIT4BTAI-4+PLUC2.2l





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 292
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME



















































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01V1T4BTAl-4+PLUI2.2)
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) 01V1T4BTAl-4+PLUI2.2)








































(CO"'199 ) ~I C01'5BI )IC01'5B5 )
IC01'5B1' ) D
MACH
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
.'0 ., " I ,.- ,. ,- ,_., .. '--1-"'· _.,•..,_., ....., .•... , ., ..., ...,. '.'-"'.-'- ., .. , .. ,













































-10 - II - 8
- 4 - 2 a 2 4 II 18 la












MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) OIV1T4B1'AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) OIVIT4B7AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OIVIT4B7AI-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OIVIT4B7AI-4+PlUI2.21
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) OIVIT487AI-4+PlUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 294
•VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME










- ~ ....L:t~ .A~l ~





















































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI O'V1T4BTAI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 0IV1T4BTAI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4BTAI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 0IV1T4BTAI-4+P~UI2.21
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 0IV1T4BTAI-4+P~UI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 295
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST o PLUMEI.a OJ -'0','-1 ,., f' -f ".,-, ,._, .. " ""'-,--,-r ,._,-,-,,- ",--f ,_.,. ··r-r-,.-,·- -'~I-"-,- -'-1-""- .,",--".,- oJ r '"' "" .,. '" '" I
----- ------
----+---~f_---------+-----t----4----+---- f---- ..-
-~----+-----t---+---if__--+--_+----t---__+---+---~·------ -----1------- -- -----

































.. .5 .4 .s .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.s -.5 -.&













MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtVIT4B7At-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01V1T4B7AI-4
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtVtT4B7AI-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtvtT4B7At-4+PLUI2.21
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtvtT4B7At-4+PLUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE _296
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME



























-'a - II - . - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • '0 '2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR RUD~LR RUDDER RE~ERENCE IN~ORMATION
CCDT59Zl 9 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI OIVIT4Bl'AI-4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SRE~ SISS.3D4D 5Q.~T.(CO.,59Gl MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI OIVIT4Bl'AI-4 0.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 LRE~ IID9.SDD4 IN.
ICDT5981 § MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OIVIT4Bl'AI-4 D.DDD 0.000 20.000 10.000 BRE~ 1182.0004 IN.ICDT5Bl1 MDAC S-222 COMPOS I TE (T-CGI OIVIT4Bl'AI-4+PLUI2.21 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000_ XMRP SSl'.DDD4 IN.CCO?,'B5) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01VIT4Bl'AI-4+PLU(2.21 0.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
(CDT5S?) D MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-~Gl OIVIT4Bl'Al-4+PLU(2.21 0.000 0.000 20.000 10.Dno ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 2.20 PAGE 297
','
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME




















































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI OtVtT4BTAt-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI OtV1T4BTAt-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI OtV1T4BTAt-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) OtV1T4BTAI-4+PLuc2.21
MoAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI 0IV1T4BTAt-4+PLuc2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 298
VARIATI~N ~F RUDDER C~NTR~L WITH AND WITH~UT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. 'PLUME



































0.0 D.t a.2 a.a 0.4 0.1












MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-CGl OlVtT4B1'At-4
MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-CGl OtVIT4B1'AI-4
MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-CGl OtvtT4B1'AI-4
MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0IVIT4B1'AI-4+PLUIZ.21
MDAC S-Z2Z COMPOSITEIT-CGl 0IVIT4B1'AI-4+PLUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 299
•VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME





























_ I • 4 LJ'-I.....L..J-LJ'-I........LJLJ....L....L..L.II-J.-L.L...L-I--&.-'--.LJL-I....L..J-.L..lc..J...L..L.L..1.....LJ-.L..l....J...L.L-LJ.....L..LL.J....J.....L.J-L.J-L.......L.-L.J'-I.-L..L.l-I-L..J....l.J- '-''-.L-I.....L..LJ'-.L....
-.15 -.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .SO .S5 .40 .45 .50 .55 ••0









~DAC S-222 CO~POSITEIT-CGI OtV1T4BTAt-4
~OAC S-222 CO~POSITEIT-CGI OlVtT4B1'At-4
~OAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI OtvtT4BTAt-4
HOAC S-222 CO~POSITEIT-CGI OtvtT4BTAt-4+PlUI2.21
HOAC S-222 CO~POSITEIT-CGI OtVtT4BTAt-4+PlUI2.21





































MACH 2.20 PAGE 300
VARIATION OF RUDDER CONTROL WITH AND WITHOUT RUDDER FLARE AND M=2.2 EXHST. PLUME
'.Ir-,-',-,--, ,',-,",",-"," -"','" ,_.,--,"," 1··rl-,·-···.·-I-·'··.·····.-'I· •• ~-I·.,·, '.,. "I'" "" .", I'" 1"1


























.8 .5 .t .0 -.1 -.t -.5 -.. -.7












MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01V1T4BTAt-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) OtV1T4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01V1T4BTAl-4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01V1T4BTAl-4+PL~C2.21
MDAC '-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01V1T4BTAl-4+PLUI2.21
































































- 2 a 2 4 8 10





MDAC S-222 CIjIootPOSITE IT-CGI 101 I Tt





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 302
t.a
t.a
EFFECTS OF BETA = 6 ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION (01)T1









..... A IA A
,- -
A .A
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-ta
- 8 - II - 4 - 2 a 4 8 to t2
DATA SET SYMeOL CON~IGU~ATION DESC~IPTION
I CD?44? I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGI 101> T1






















EFFECTS OF BETA =6 ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION COI)TI
r-t'-"-'-' "f '--'--'r-r-j' , , , , I , I I , I i , i -r- , , , , r-r-r-T--' r "j" ,"--r- -f 't' r' I ,· I
·
:
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12





..04C S-222 COMPOSITE tT-CG) COll T1









































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPtGURATtON OESCRtPTtON
(C074471 0 MOAC 5-222 COMPOStTE(T-CGI (OtlT1





















MACH 4.47 PAGE 305
-- THT- ,~-......-r-r-r-r-r-! , r I
1
I ~ -.~-r-T-'-T-T-·T-' T
._,
.,'"., , , , , , , r ,
; I
I . .
I I I ·· I i ·· i i ! i ·----
'- +--,-----. - -- -- -· ! I ·,.
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-to - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 to t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMeOL CONrtGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(CD7447 I 0 MD~C S-222 COMPOS I TE cr-CGI (01 I T1





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 306
••5
••0
EFFECTS OF BETA = 6 ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION (OllTl
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04T4 SET SYMBOL CON.IGURATION OE5CRIPTI~~
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(1;07441 I Cl MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE<T-CGI IOlVllTt
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
CC074701 0 MOAC 5-222 COMPQSITElT-CGI (01)T2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD747!J', 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOStTE<T-CGI <OllT2
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OIlTA SET SY01BOL
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CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD747Dl 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl I011T2
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CC074701 0 MOAC S-222 COMPVStTE(T-CGl (011T2
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DATA SET Sy~eOL CON~ICURATION DESCRIPTION
CC074701 0 ~OAC S-222 CO~POSITEcT-CCI (OIIT2
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7470) 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI (01)T2
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EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (01)T2 AT BETA =0
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CON~I~UR4TION DESCRIPTtON
(CD747lJ) 0 MD4C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01lT2




































EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (01)T2 AT BETA =0


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOS I TE IT-CGI (01 I T2





















































OhTA SET SYM60L CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C07470) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (OUT2
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I. EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (OlH2 AT BETA =0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74701· (') MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I01lT2
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EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (01)T2 AT BETA =0
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EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (OlJT2 AT BETA =0
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET-SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7470) n MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01lT2
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EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (01)T2 AT BETA =0
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IC074701 [) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (011T2
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EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (01)T2 WITH BETA AT ALPHA =0
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DATA SEt SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
'1;07471) Cl MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (OllT2
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
(11074711 0 MDAC S-222 COI'1POSITE(T-CG) (01lT2
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EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (01H2 WITH BETA AT ALPHA =0
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OATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION OESCRIPTION
(1107471) (') MOAC S-222 COt1POSITE(T-CGl (01lT2
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EFFECT OF TANK T2 LONGITUDINAL POSITION ON (01)T2 WITH BETA AT ALPHA =0
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ON CONFIG. (01)T2 AT BETA = 6
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04T4 SET SYMBOL CON~lGURATION OESCRIPTION
IC074521 0 M04C S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (01lT2Ell
IC074541 Z! M04C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) IOl)T2El2
CC074551 8 M04C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T2El3
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ON CONFIG. (01)T2 AT BETA = 6
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"'OAC S-222 CO",POS I TE IT-CGI (01) T2B2
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ON CONFIG. (01)T2 AT BETA = 6
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ON CONFIG. (Ol)T2 AT BETA =6
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OATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION OESCRIPTION
IC074521 n MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (01lT2B1
IC07454I, z:s MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGl (011T282
IC074551 8 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGl (<:·llT2B3
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS BOOSTERS ON CONFIG. (01)T2 AT BETj~ = 6
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01lT2Bl
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI (01 I T2B2
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGl (01 I T2B3
MOAC 5-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CGl (01 I T2B4
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER
6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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YMRP a .0000 IN.
lHIlP 200.01304 IN.
ScALE: 0.0060
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4
.8 .7 .11 .S .4 .1 .0 -.1 -.2
-.4 -.S -.11 -.7
DATA SET SYM60L CONFIGU~ATION CESC~IPTION
ICC7452,1 0 MDAC S-222 COIo1POSITElT-CGI (011T261
ICC74541 Z! MCAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (01lT262
IC07455'1 8 MCAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (011T263
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DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074e3 ~ 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOS I TE IT-CGl (011 T3
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DATA SET SY~EOL CON~IGURATION OESCRIPTION
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DATA SET SYM80L CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74e31 0 MOAC S-222 COMPosiTEcT-CGI (011T3
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74BSI n MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (011T3
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DATA seT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074e3 I 0 MOAC S-222 COMP<jStT£ (T-CGI (<jl) T3
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74B3) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS I TE <r-CG) (01) T3
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DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074e3 I () MDAC S-222 COMPOS I TE (T-CGI (01) T3


















YI4RP O. OO/!)O IN.
ZI4RP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE O.oo~o
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74El31 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE<T-CGI (OIIT3













REF'ERENCE I NF'<:,RMA T1<:.N
SREF' 3155.3040 SQ.F'T.
LREF' 609.S004 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI IOtlT3
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET SYMeOL CON~I~URATI6N DESCRIPTION
(C074e:31 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C!il (OlIT3
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
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DATA SET SYMeOL CON'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74e3) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGI COt I T3
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SEt SYMeOL CONF1GURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74!:3) 0 MOAC S-222 C~POSI TE IT-CGI lOt) T3
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74B3 I 0 MDAC S-222 C<:IMPOSITE <T-CGI (Ot) T3
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DATA SEt SYMBOL CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(R074B3 I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS I TE (T-CGI (01 I T3
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGUnATION o£scnIPTIC~
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI (011 TJ
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION OESCRIPTI~~
CI1D74e:ll 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OllT3
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (01)T4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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O~TA SET SYMeOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (01)T4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD74E2 ,l 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE <T-CGI (011 T4



















ZHRP 200. 0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74E2) 0 MDAC 5-222 COI'1POS I TE IT-CGI 101 I T4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(f;074E2) 0 ~DAC S-222 CO~POSI TE (T-CGI (01) T4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
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DATA MIST. CODE TV
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION TIB5 AT BETA = 0
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONF1GURATION TIB5 AT BETA = a
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DATA HIST. CODE TV
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 3155.3040 . sa.FT.
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ZHRP 200. 0004 IN.
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
PARAMETRIC VALUES
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ZMRP 200 .0004 IN.
SC4LE 0.0060
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REPERENCE INPORMATION
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